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Abstract

This report is a master thesis, written by an engineering physics and electrical engineering student
at Lule̊a University of Technology.

The desires of this project was to remove dislocations from wrapped phase maps using sparse
reconstructive methods. Dislocations is an error that can appear in phase maps due to improper
filtering or inadequate sampling. Dislocations makes it impossible to correctly unwrap the phase
map.

The report contains a mathematical description of a sparse reconstructive method. The
sparse reconstructive method is based on KSVDbox which was created by R. Rubinstein and
is free for download and use. The KSVDbox is a MATLAB implementation of a dictionary
learning algorithm called K-SVD with Orthogonal Matching Pursuit and a sparse reconstructive
algorithm. A guide for adapting the toolbox for inpainting is included, with a couple of examples
on natural images which supports the suggested adaptation.

For experimental purposes a set of simulated wrapped phase maps with and without disloca-
tions were created. These simulated phase maps are based on work by P. Picart. The MATLAB
implementation that was used to generate these test images can be found in the appendix of this
report such that they can easily be generated by anyone who has the interest to do so.

Finally the report leads to an outline of five different experiments that was designed to test
the KSVDbox for the processing of dislocations. Each one of these experiments uses a different
dictionary. These experiments are due to inpainting with,

1. A dictionary based on Discrete Cosine Transform.

2. An adaptive dictionary, where the dictionary learning algorithm has been shown what the
area in the phase map that was damaged by dislocations should look like.

3. An adaptive dictionary, where the dictionary learning algorithm has been allowed to train
on the phase map that with damages. This is done such that areas with dislocations are
ignored.

4. An adaptive dictionary, where training is done on a separate image that has been designed
to contain general phase patterns.

5. An adaptive dictionary, that results from concatenating the dictionaries used in experiment
3 and 4.

The first three experiments are complimented with experiments done on a natural image for
comparison purposes.

The results show that sparse reconstructive methods, when using the scheme used in this
work, is unsuitable for processing of dislocations in phase maps. This is most likely because
the reconstructive method has difficulties in acquiring a high contrast reconstruction and there
is nothing in the algorithm that causes the inpainting from any direction to match with the
inpainting from other directions.
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1 Introduction

Digital holography is a widely used optical measurement method. The exact setup and appli-
cations vary. But there are common traits for all these setups. A holographic system relies on
interference between electromagnetic waves to capture phase information in a digital photograph.
The result is in a phase difference that occurs due to properties of the object being measured.
This phase difference enables non-destructive measurements of various phenomena. For example
a shift in wavelength will produce a phase difference, which can be used to measure the shape
of an object. A displacement of an object will produce a phase difference. With holography
one can detect small changes in an object. Movements in a fluid cause changes in the refractive
index of the medium, which can be exploited to measure a phase difference. There are numerous
phenomena that can be measured by a cleverly adapted digital holography setup [1, 2].

Digital holography is a computational imaging method, meaning that some computational
method is required to recover the phase measurement from the image, or images. How this is
done varies somewhat depending on the measurement system being used. But, many times the
recovery involves pre-processing the measurement to the point where the phase can be recovered
using an arctangent function.

The use of an arctangent function is what eventually leads to the problem approached in this
work.

All arctangent functions introduces discontinuities in the output. The discontinuities are due
to the range of the function. Sometimes the function has a range from −π/2 to π/2, sometimes
from −π to π. When arctangent is used to recover the phase, it will create a jump in all places
where the phase is more than or less than what the functions allows. An image with these
discontinuities, have been given the name wrapped.

Figure 1: Image processing for phase recovery from result of a simulated digital holography
measurement. a) True phase. b) Simulated measurement, noise due to the measurement and
wrapping due to arctangent function. c) Cosine of noisy wrapped phase. d) Results from filtering
c) with a Moving Average filter. e) Sine of noisy wrapped phase. f) Results from filtering e)
with a Moving Average filter. g) Filtered wrapped phase, due to filtered sine and cosine of the
phase. h) Recovered true phase, due to unwrapping g) with Goldsteins unwrapping algorithm.
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Figure 2: Phase map with and without dislocations. a) Phase map without dislocations. e) Cut
out of a), that shows the most interesting part of the phase map. All other images shows the
same phase, but with various degree of dislocations. b) is matched with f), c) with g) and d)
is matched with h).

A wrapped phase measurement is called a wrapped phase map. There are several known al-
gorithms that can be used to unwrap a phase map [3]. When the phase map has been unwrapped
it finalizes the process of recovering the measurement.

However, measurements are never perfect and will often contain noise. The noise will have to
be reduced before the phase map can be unwrapped. Figure 1 shows the results from a simulated
measurement from an arbitrary digital holography system and how filtering and unwrapping is
used to recover the phase. Figure 1a) is the true phase from a simulated measurement without
noise or any wrapping effects. It shows a Gaussian shaped spike in the center of a hyperbolic
paraboloid. Figure 1b) shows the same phase map but with noise and wrapping, the results
from a real digital holography system might appear like this. For filtering, best practice is to
calculate the sine and cosine of the phase map. This action will create a continuous, wavelike
phase map. If the phase map is continuous it can be filtered without destroying the wrapping,
which is important if it is to be unwrapped. Figure 1c) and figure 1e) show the cosine and sine
of the phase map respectively. Figure 1d) and figure 1f) show the results from filtering with a
Moving Average filter. The filtered wrapped phase map is recovered by using the trigonometric
identity tan(θ) = sin(θ)/ cos(θ) or the complex exponential, exp(iθ) = cos(θ) + i sin(θ), before
calculating the wrapped phase. Figure 1g) shows the result from filtering the wrapped phase
map. Figure 1h) shows the results from applying Goldsteins unwrapping algorithm [4].

Consider a phase that changes rapidly. Rapid changes will yield a lot of tightly packed
discontinuities due to the arctangent function. Since the phase map will most likely also contain
some degree of noise, making denoising unavoidable. But when the discontinuities are too tightly
packed the filtering can produce another kind of error, called dislocations. Dislocations is a
phenomena that causes the wrapping to get smudged, making it impossible to correctly unwrap
the phase map. Figure 2 and 3 show what dislocations look like. Dislocations such as those that
appear in figure 2 are due to following the procedure outlined in figure 1, but using a Kernel
that is too large. While dislocations can appear due to filtering it can be avoided by choosing a
filter that is better suited for the particular phase map. However there are digital holography
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Figure 3: Experimental wrapped phase map with dislocations. a) shows the phase map including
dislocations. b) shows the same image as a), but with circled dislocations.

systems where dislocations appear naturally in the measurement. Figure 3 is an example of a
experimental phase map where dislocations appear naturally (wake flow at Mach 0.73; experi-
ments in a wind tunnel at ONERA, Lille, France). The reason for these dislocations to arise is
insufficient temporal sampling. The most common reasons for dislocations to appear are,

1. Improper filtering.

2. Insufficient temporal/spatial sampling.

In this work dictionary learning is applied in an attempt to restore phase maps with dis-
locations. Dictionary learning means that some statistical method is used to create a set of
basis functions. The algorithm that is to be used for dictionary learning is called K-SVD [5].
It has been shown to be successful in both denoising and inpainting. The problem of removing
dislocations from a phase map is known as an inpainting problem. Inpainting is the process
where some method is used to fill in missing data. If dislocations were to be removed from the
phase map, then the results of filling in the missing pixels correctly should result in a phase map
without dislocations. There has been attempts to solve this problem previously. For example
the phase map in figure 3 first appeared in a work that managed to create a robust method
for handling dislocations called PULSI, short for Phase Unwrapping based on Least-Squares
and Iteration [6]. However, this method attempts to inpaint phase maps after having done an
incomplete unwrapping. In this work the aim is to inpaint a wrapped phase map.

Matlab software for simulating realistic phase maps has been provided by Pascal Picart and
Silvio Montrésor at University of Maine, Le Mans. Further, Ron Rubinstein at Technion, Haifa,
has created two Matlab toolboxes for K-SVD called KSVDbox and OMPbox, which are free to
use. These toolboxes have been used along with additional implementations to devise a set of
experiments.

The report contains a theoretical background to KSVD and sparse reconstruction. A guide
for adapting KSVDbox for inpainting is mentioned along with information on how phase maps
with dislocations can be simulated. These preparations are followed by results from a series of
experiments that were devised with the attempt to inpaint phase maps. In total results from five
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different experiments will be presented, each related to inpainting with a different dictionary.
These experiments are due to inpainting with,

1. A dictionary based on Discrete Cosine Transform.

2. An adaptive dictionary, where the dictionary learning algorithm has been shown what the
area in the phase map that was damaged by dislocations should look like.

3. An adaptive dictionary, where the dictionary learning algorithm has been allowed to train
on the phase map that with damages. This is done such that areas with dislocations are
ignored.

4. An adaptive dictionary, where training is done on a separate image that has been designed
to contain general phase patterns.

5. An adaptive dictionary, that results from concatenating the dictionaries used in experiment
3 and 4.

The first three experiments are complimented with experiments done on a natural image for
comparison purposes.

2 Sparse reconstruction

2.1 Theory

This section contains a derivation from the underlying problem of parameter estimation all the
way to K-SVD and further. It is explained that K-SVD relies on a pursuit algorithm, which leads
to the introduction of an algorithm called Orthogonal Matching Pursuit. Lastly, an appropriate
image processing algorithm is introduced.

2.1.1 Maximum-A-Posteriori

The Maximum-A-Posteriori is a probabilistic approach used for parameter estimation. In its
most basic form it is written as,

xMAP = max {f(x|y)g(x)} , (1)

where f(x|y) and g(x) are conditional and ordinary probability density functions. However, for
the application at hand a minimization of a cost function, defined as

f(x) =
1

2
||x− y||22 +G(x), (2)

seems to be the general starting point. The original signal is given by y and the desired signal
by x. || · ||22 is the l2-norm. The general expression for the lp-norm is given by

||x||np =

(
N∑
k=1

|xk|p
)n/p

or ||x||p =

(
N∑
k=1

|xk|p
)1/p

. (3)

The term G(x) is a function with many names, sometimes it is called a prior and sometimes it is
called a regularization term. How G(x) is defined will dictate the outcome of the desired signal
x. For example if one wants to conserve energy then,

G(x) = λ||x||22, (4)
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or if smoothness is desired then,

G(x) = λ||Lx||22, (5)

where λ is a constant and L is the Lagrangian. For the purpose of creating an overcomplete
dictionary through sparse modelling, the desired prior is,

G(x) = λ||α||0, x = Dα. (6)

D is called a dictionary and in the realm of dictionary learning the task is to find the best
dictionary. A dictionary is a rectangular matrix such that,

Dα =

D(1, 1) · · · D(1,K)
...

...
D(N, 1) · · · D(N,K)


 α(1)

...
α(K)

 , (7)

where the vector α is sparse, meaning that there are only a few non-zero elements in the vector.
The l0-“norm” is a special case of the lp-norm, it is sometimes called the counting norm and
simply means that ||α||0 = T , where T is the number of non-zero elements in α, notice the
quotation marks which indicate that it is not a true norm.

For the sake of completeness, notice that x and y has length N , which can be seen in the way
that the lp-norm is defined as well as from the definition of x = Dα.

Inserting x = Dα and the prior into the cost function, equation (2) and equation (6), while
asking for the minimum, yields a optimization problem

min

{
1

2
||Dα− y||22 + λ||α||0

}
. (8)

If ||α||0 is allowed to be zero, the output will be that the desired signal is equal to the original
signal. If this is not desired, ||α||0 > 0. Consider also that the degree of sparsity should not be
allowed to drop too far. Setting a limit for a maximum allowed number of non-zero elements in
α allows the optimization problem to be rewritten as,

0 < ||α||0 ≤ T0 and min
{
||Dα− y||22

}
. (9)

Written in words the optimization problem becomes, for a sparse vector α with less than or equal
to T0 non-zero elements, find the dictionary that minimizes the error of the l2-norm.

2.1.2 K-SVD

A connection between sparse representation and clustering has been mentioned in various reports
[7,8]. Clustering can be described as, given a data set consisting of an arbitrary number of objects,
find a smaller number of objects that can represent the whole set. A commonly used algorithm
for clustering is the K-means algorithm, see figure 4.

Attempts to create an algorithm that resembles K-means for dictionary learning has been
created. One of the approaches to do this is the K-SVD algorithm, which was developed by
Michal Aharon, Michael Elad and Alfred Bruckstein [5].

The first step of the K-means algorithm is to do an initial guess at some objects that best
defines the data. K-SVD imitates this step by asking for an initial guess of the dictionary,
meaning that the starting point is any matrix such that,

D(0) =

D
(0)(1, 1) · · · D(0)(1,K)
...

...
D(0)(N, 1) · · · D(0)(N,K)

 . (10)
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K-means:

1. Make an initial guess at µ1, . . . , µK ∈ RN

2. Repeat until some break point is met,

(a) Determine distance from µ1, . . . , µK ∈ RN to each point in the data set.

(b) Create K subsets of the data. For each object in the original subset, compare the
distances to all µi. Assign the each object to the subset related to the value that is
closest, shortest distance.

(c) Update µ1, . . . , µK ∈ RN such that they equal the mean of each subset.

Figure 4: General description of the clustering algorithm called K-means.

Following this would be to create an iterative process that updates the dictionary, similar to
the iterative process of K-means that updates the objects. The first step in this process should
be similar to how K-means estimates the distance between objects.

Training the dictionary usually means that a lot of signals are used for training, therefore a
matrix is a suitable representation,

Y =

 Y (1, 1) · · · Y (1,M)
...

...
Y (N, 1) · · · Y (N,M)

 , (11)

where each column represents an individual signal. If the columns of Y are called yi, where
i = 1, . . . ,M . Then yi can be used in the Maximum-A-Posteriori, such that equation (9) can be
written as

0 < ||αi||0 ≤ T0 and min
{
||D(J)αi − yi||22

}
, i = 1, . . . , N. (12)

It has been shown that this optimization problem is NP-hard, which means that there are no
algorithms that can find an exact solution to the problem in any reasonable time [9]. However,
there exist a multitude of algorithms that can find an approximate solution, more on that later,
for now it is sufficient to know that they exist and that they are called pursuit algorithms.

Given a set of signals Y and a dictionary D(J), a pursuit algorithm is used to find an αi for
each column in Y , in other words estimate a solution to equation (12).

The individual vectors αi should then be used to define the columns of a sparse matrix,

X =
[
[α1] [α2] · · · [αN ]

]
. (13)

Computing the sparse matrix X is considered the step taken by K-means, when computing the
distance between all objects.

After finding the distance between the objects in the set, K-means goes in to the updating
scheme. Updating the dictionary, D, starts with the computation of an error,

E = Y −DX = Y −
K∑
j=1

djxj , (14)
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Singular Value Decomposition (square matrix):
Given a matrix C with dimensions n× n, find C = UΣV T , where Σ is a diagonal matrix with real

positive values along the diagonal, such that U and V are unitary matrices. All matrix
decompositions has dimensions n× n.

1. Calculate CTC = V ΣT ΣV T .

2. Determine eigenvalues and eigenvectors of CTC. Σ is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues
along diagonal, eigenvalues sorted in descending order. V is composed of the respective
eigenvectors.

3. Calculate U = CV Σ−1.

Figure 5: Calculation of Singular Value Decomposition for a square matrix

where dj are the columns of D and xj are the rows of X. If one of the djxj terms were to be
removed then the error can be altered to,

Ek = Y −
K∑

j=1,j 6=k

djxj . (15)

This is the resulting error from all the columns of D(J), without the k :th column. K-SVD
is designed to use this error to update the removed column, dk. The algorithm does this by
computing the SVD of Ek. SVD is short for Singular Value Decomposition. Figure (5) shows
how to compute it for a square matrix, but there are numerical methods designed for this that
can be used on non-square matrices.

Assume that the SVD has been computed, such that Ek = UΣV T . Then dk can be replaced
with the first column of U . Followed by replacing xk with the first row of V T multiplied with
the first singular value Σ(1, 1). Such that,

dk := u1, and xTk := Σ(1, 1)v1, (16)

where u1 and v1 is the first column of U and V respectively. Intuitively this means dk and xk are
replaced with the vectors that point in the direction of the most error, which reduces the error
in this direction for the next iteration Ek+1. A downside with this process is that the first row of
V T will probably not be sparse. Consequently X becomes less sparse, therefore some constraint
has to be made such that the sparsity of X will remain intact.

The way that K-SVD enforces the sparsity constraint is by introducing a vector,

||wk||0 = ||xk||0, wk = {n : xk(n) 6= 0} . (17)

In words it means, create a vector with length equal to the number of non-zero elements in the
k:th row in X, with elements that contains the position of the non-zero elements in xk. Then
define a matrix Wk such that,

dim (Wk) = [N × ||wk||0] , Wk(i, j) =

{
1 i = wk(n), j = n
0 otherwise

. (18)

Compute a restricted error matrix, defined as

ERk = EkWk. (19)
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K-SVD:

1. Given a matrix Y with dimensions N ×M , with columns yi, i = 1, . . . ,M . Make an initial
guess on a dictionary,

D(0) =

D
(0)(1, 1) · · · D(0)(1,K)
...

...

D(0)(N, 1) · · · D(0)(N,K)

 .
2. Set J = 0 then repeat until some break point is met.

(a) Approximate the sparse vectors αi, by using any pursuit algorithm to solve

0 < ||αi||0 ≤ T0 such that min
{
||D(J)αi − yi||22

}
, i = 1, . . . ,M.

Define a matrix X with columns αi.

(b) Update D(J). Repeat for k = 1, . . . ,K.

i. Compute the overall error matrix,

Ek = Y −
K∑

j=1,j 6=k

djxj ,

where dj are the columns of D(J) and xj are the rows of X.

ii. Restrict Ek.

A. Find wk, a vector containing the position of all non-zero elements in xk.

B. Define Wk as a N × ||wk||0 matrix, with ones in Wk(wk(n), n) and zeros every-
where else, n = 1, . . . , ||wk||0.

C. Calculate ER
k = EkWk.

iii. Compute SVD of ER
k = UΣV T . Replace dk with the first column in U . Define xRk

as the first row of V T multiplied with the largest singular value Σ(1, 1).

iv. Update xk such that xk(wk(n)) = xRk (n), n = 1, . . . , ||wk||0.

(c) Set J = J + 1.

Figure 6: General description of the dictionary learning algorithm called K-SVD.

The SVD of the restricted error matrix is then used to update dk and the restricted row vector
xRk . xRk equals to the first row of V T multiplied with Σ(1, 1). The restricted row vector xRk can
be used to update xk by,

xk(wk(n)) = xRk (n), n = 1, . . . , ||wk||0, (20)

This stage is repeated for every row in the dictionary before moving on to the next iteration,
starting with the pursuit algorithm.

For a summary of the K-SVD algorithm see figure 6.

2.1.3 Orthogonal Matching Pursuit

K-SVD relies on a pursuit algorithm. There are several examples of such algorithms. One of
the most commonly used pursuit algorithms is called Orthogonal Matching Pursuit [9]. This
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algorithm attempts to approximate α, given a signal y, a dictionary D and a positive integer T0
such that,

Dα ≈ y and ||α||0 = T0. (21)

This problem is equivalent to equation (9) or equation (12), if the number of non-zero elements in
α is equal to T0 rather than ||α||0 ≤ T0. As before y is a signal with length N and the dictionary
is a matrix with dimensions N ×K, such that α has length K.

The first step is to define a residual r which is a vector with length N . A residual is a measure
of how much is remaining after having removed something. In Orthogonal Matching Pursuit the
residual is initialized as r(0) = y.

After having initialized the residual the algorithm steps into an iterative phase, where an
orthogonal basis is determined by continually updating the residual. The number of iterations
is equal to T0, the same as the number of non-zero elements in α. Given that the algorithm has
been initialized the first step of this procedure is to calculate the scalar product between r(0) and
all columns of D. Geometrically this gives a measure on how much the residual and each column
are pointed in the same direction. Follow this by setting the column that yields the strongest
contribution to be the first basis vector in the orthogonal basis. It is important to store the
position in D that this column holds for the final construction of α, therefore define a vector,

m(t+ 1) = k, k :
{

max
{
| < r(t), dk > |

}
, k = 1, . . . ,K

}
, t = 0, . . . , T0 − 1. (22)

Using the columns of D that gives the largest scalar product values to define a matrix Φ with
columns φi, such that

φt+1 = dm(t+1), t = 0, . . . , T0. (23)

Meaning that the matrix Θ grows with one column for each value of t. To continue the process,
and keep adding columns to Θ, the residual has to be updated.

Every time a column has been added to Θ the residual is updated using the Gram–Schmidt
orthogonalization process, which can be written in matrix form as

r(t+1) = (I − P )r(t), where P = Φ(ΦTΦ)−1ΦT . (24)

Updating the residual in this manner ensures that the next basis vector will be orthogonal to
the one before. Once the residual has been updated the process is repeated from equation (22)
until Θ has grown to have a total of T0 columns.

When the method to acquire Θ has finished, the remaining part of the algorithm is to de-
termine the sparse vector α. This is done in two steps. The first step is to find the weights or
values for each non-zero element. Define a vector w of length T , such that

w = (ΦTΦ)ΦT y, (25)

notice that this is the least squares solution to the problem Φw = y. Continue by defining α as
a vector with length K, where{

α(m(n)) = w(n) n = 1, . . . , T0
α = 0 otherwise

. (26)

See figure 7 for a summary of Orthogonal Matching Pursuit algorithm.
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Orthogonal Matching Pursuit:
Given signal y with length N × 1 and dictionary D with columns dk and dimensions

N ×K. Return approximate α such that,

||α||0 = T0 and min
{
||Dα− y||22

}
.

1. Define Φ as an empty matrix with columns φi and m as a vector with length T0.
Initialize residual as r(0) = y.

2. Repeat for t = 0, . . . , T0 − 1.

(a) Find k such that max
{
| < r(t), dk > |

}
, where k = 1, . . . ,K and update m(t+1) =

k

(b) Update Φ by replacing φt+1=dm(t+1).

(c) Find P = Φ(ΦTΦ)−1ΦT .

(d) Update residual r(t+1) = (I − P )r(t), where I is the identity matrix.

3. Calculate values for the sparse vector α by calculating w = (ΦTΦ)−1ΦT y.

4. Define α as a vector with length K such that α(m(n)) = w(n) for n = 1, . . . , T0 and
α = 0 everywhere else.

Figure 7: General description of the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit.

2.1.4 Discrete Cosine Transform

Most training algorithms start with some initial guess. For K-SVD this means that the user
should make an initial guess at D(0), which is the initial dictionary. Even though any arbitrary
guess will do, it is a good idea to choose the best possible initial guess. The idea is to define
a dictionary that could be used for processing even without having been trained, such that its
properties will be fine tuned for a specific task through training. This section introduces the
most widely used initial dictionary, the Discrete Cosine Transform.

Motivation for looking at the Discrete Cosine Transform comes from the success it has
achieved within the field of image compression. Especially the image compression technique
called JPEG [10, 11]. JPEG attempts to represent an image as a series of cosines with a set of
weight coefficients, the compression comes from setting all weights under some value equal to
zero. This is very similar to how a Fourier series can be used to equal any function given enough
Fourier coefficients, while removing some coefficients can yield an approximation of the function.
This kind of approximation can be written as a linear system of equations,

y ≈ Dα, (27)

where D is a dictionary with dimensions N ×K and columns dk. The columns of the dictionary
are given by,

dk(n) =
cos
(
π
K (k − 1)(n− 1)

)√∑N
n=1 cos2

(
π
K (k − 1)(n− 1)

) , n = 1, . . . , N, k = 1, . . . ,K. (28)
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Each column behaves like a cosine with a norm equal to one. Increasing the size of the dictionary,
K, increases the number of frequency components contained in the matrix.

2.1.5 Image denoising and inpainting

This section is devoted to the application of the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit and K-SVD for
image processing. The attentive reader should be aware that Orthogonal Matching Pursuit and
K-SVD is defined for 1-Dimensional signals, therefore some algorithm has to be devised for
the application of these techniques on images. The algorithm that is described here was first
introduced by Michael Elad and Michal Aharon [12].

Given an arbitrary digital image, for the sake of argument the image is denoted as X. Further,
it may be assumed that the image is a gray scale image, such that X can be viewed as a matrix
with arbitrary dimensions N × M . This image may be assumed to be of poor quality and
corrupted by noise, therefore it would be of value to denoise the image.

The first thing that is needed is the definition of an image patch. An image patch is a
subsection of the image, usually a square subsection with dimensions q × q. Since the patch is
a subsection of the image it follows that q < N and q < M . The image can be divided into a
total of (N − q+ 1)× (M − q+ 1) patches. In an attempt to clarify the total number of patches
given by an image, consider the patch in the upper left corner of the image. This patch can be
said to be the patch related to the element denoted as X(1, 1) in the image. Moving down one
row in the matrix, while remaining in the same row will yield the element X(2, 1). The element
X(2, 1) is a member of the patch related to X(1, 1), but it can also be used to define a new
patch. If one were to continue moving from row to row while remaining in the same column, this
pattern could be repeated until one comes to the element X(N − q + 1, 1). After this row the
next patch created would have elements that does not exist in the image. Repeat this procedure
by increasing columns while the row is constant and it will be evident that the outcome would
be the same, hence the total number of patches are (N − q + 1)× (M − q + 1).

Now that the idea of image patches has been defined then the outline of the procedure can
begin. Consider a matrix defined as,

Bi =

X(1, i) · · · X(1, i+ q)
...

...
X(N, i) · · · X(N, i+ q)

 , i = 1, . . . ,M − q + 1. (29)

The matrix Bi is a submatrix, or subset of the image X, which contains N−q+1 image patches.
Each of these patches can be denoted with a matrix,

Pj,i =

 X(j, i) · · · X(j, i+ q)
...

...
X(j + q, i) · · · X(j + q, i+ q)

 , {
i = 1, . . . ,M − q + 1
j = 1, . . . , N − q + 1

. (30)

The patch Pj,i can be said to have columns given by pkj,i, where k = 1, . . . , q, such that,

Pj,i =
[
p1j,i p2j,i · · · ppj,i

]
. (31)

This definition allows for the creation of a new matrix where each patch forms a 1-dimensional
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signal in the form of a row in a matrix. This matrix can be written as,

Ai =


p11,i p12,i · · · p1N−q,i p1N−q+1,i

p21,i p2N−q+1,i
...

...

pq−11,i pq−1N−q+1,i

pq1,i pq2,i · · · pqN−q,i pqN−q+1,i

 . (32)

Ai is a p2 × (N − p+ 1) matrix with columns denoted by aji . The columns aji can be considered
a set of 1-dimensional signals, as previously mentioned. These signals can therefore be inserted
into the maximum-a-posteriori along with some dictionary, equation (9), which would yield the
problem,

aji ≈ Dα
j
i . (33)

A sparse solution to this problem is desired and can be found with a pursuit algorithm, such as
Orthogonal Matching Pursuit, see figure 7. The acquired sparse solution, αji , can be used to get

an estimated aji ,

âji = Dαji . (34)

Since αji is sparse, only the most dominant patterns in aji should remain, while high frequency
variations such as noise should be removed. Backtracking to the individual patches yields a
filtered image patch,

P̂j,i =
[
p̂1j,i p̂2j,i · · · p̂pj,i

]
. (35)

Then by defining a matrix, B̂i to be the zero matrix with dimensions N × p an averaging of the
patches can be calculated by reassigning elements, B̂i(j, 1) · · · B̂i(j, q)

...
...

B̂i(j + q, 1) · · · B̂i(j + q, q)

 :=

 B̂i(j, 1) · · · B̂i(j, q)
...

...

B̂i(j + q, 1) · · · B̂i(j + q, q)

+ P̂j,i, (36)

for all patches j = 1, . . . , N − q + 1. After having computed all individual B̂i they should be
averaged to reconstruct the full image. To achieve this the idea to average the patches along
the rows when acquiring B̂i can be mimicked by first defining X̂ to be the zero matrix with
dimensions N ×M . The elements in this zero matrix are then reassigned as, X̂(1, i) · · · X̂(1, i+ q)

...
...

X̂(N, i) · · · X̂(N, i+ q)

 :=

 X̂(1, i) · · · X̂(1, i+ q)
...

...

X̂(N, i) · · · X̂(N, i+ q)

+ B̂i, (37)

for i = 1, . . . , N−q+1. To complete the denoising process, X̂ is updated once more by computing,

X̂(j, i) :=
X̂(j, i) + λX(j, i)

W (j, i) + λ
,

{
i = 1, . . . ,M
j = 1, . . . , N

. (38)
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Image Processing via Sparse Reconstruction:
Given a gray scale image X, and a mask Ω, both with dimensions N ×M . As well as patch size q

and a dictionary D with columns of length q2. Return a denoised and inpainted image, X̂. Ω
should be zero in areas to inpaint and ones everywhere else.

1. For i = 1, . . . ,M − q + 1:

(a) find submatrix of X defined as,

Bi =

[
X(1, i) · · · X(1, i + q)

.

.

.
.
.
.

X(N, i) · · · X(N, i + q)

]
(b) Determine all possible patches with dimensions q × q in Bi, transform each patch to a

column vector and let them define the basis for a matrix Ai.

(c) Repeat 1.a and 1.b with Ω instead of X. Resulting in a matrix Θi with basis vectors
resulting from patches in the mask.

(d) Initialize B̂i as the zero matrix with the same dimensions as Bi.

(e) For all columns in Ai, denoted by aji such that j=1,. . . ,N-q+1.

i. compute a sparse solution to,

aji ≈ D̂
j
iα

j
i where D̂j

i (n,m) = D(n,m)Θi(n, j).

ii. Compute the estimated image patches by computing,

âji = Dαj
i and P̂j,i = P̂j,i(â

j
i ),

such that P̂j,i are the individual patches of dimension q × q due to reshaping âji .

iii. Update B̂i by reassigning elements in the following way,


B̂i(j, 1) · · · B̂i(j, q)

.

.

.
.
.
.

B̂i(j + q, 1) · · · B̂i(j + q, q)

 :=


B̂i(j, 1) · · · B̂i(j, q)

.

.

.
.
.
.

B̂i(j + q, 1) · · · B̂i(j + q, q)

 + P̂j,i.

(f) Initialize X̂ as the zero matrix with dimesnions N ×M .

(g) Update X̂ by reassigning elements in the following way,


X̂(1, i) · · · X̂(1, i + q)

.

.

.
.
.
.

X̂(N, i) · · · X̂(N, i + q)

 :=


X̂(1, i) · · · X̂(1, i + q)

.

.

.
.
.
.

X̂(N, i) · · · X̂(N, i + q)

 + B̂i,

2. Update X̂ by reassigning elements in the following way,

X̂(j, i) :=
X̂(j, i) + λX(j, i)

W (j, i) + λ
,

{
i = 1, . . . ,M
j = 1, . . . , N

,

where λ is any positive constant, typically ranging from 0 to 1, and W (j, i) are the required
weights to account for the summation in 1.e.iii and 1.g.

Figure 8: General description of algorithm for image processing via sparse reconstruction.
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In the final step of the denosing process, W is a N ×M matrix, with elements defined as

W (j, i) =

 ji j ∨ i ∈ [1, q]
(N − j)(M − i) (N − j) ∨ (M − i) ∈ [1, q]
q2 otherwise

(39)

such that each element is a weight that will account for the number of overlapping elements
that results from the process of updating B̂i and X̂. λ is a constant that allows the user of the
algorithm to compute a weighted mean of the original image with the reconstructed image. The
value of λ determines how much impact the original image should have on the final result.

This algorithm can be adapted for the purpose of inpainting by altering the dictionary before
solving for aji , equation (33). In inpainting, rows in the dictionary related to elements in aji that
should be inpainted has to be ignored. The user has to define a mask. In this case a mask is
a binary image. This mask, denoted by Ω, is a N ×M matrix, that should have values equal
to one in areas where no inpainting is desired and zeros in areas where inpainting is desired.
Following this the mask is adapted to the algorithm by mimicking the steps outlined by equation
(29) through to equation (32). Yielding a matrix similar to Ai, with the key difference that the
elements are related to patches in the mask instead of the original image. This matrix can be
called Θi, it holds the key to adapting the algorithm for inpainting. All that is needed is to
exchange equation (33) with,

aji ≈ D̂
j
iα

j
i , (40)

where D̂j is given by,

D̂j
i (n,m) = D(n,m)Θi(n, j), j = 1, . . . , N − q + 1. (41)

The result of this alteration to the algorithm is that when approximating a sparse solution to
the system of equations, the rows in D that is related to elements in the patch that is to be
inpainted has been set to zero and is therefore ignored. Then in the next step of the algorithm,
equation (34), the full dictionary is again used so that the ignored rows will have an impact on
the outcome of âji .

See figure 8 for a summary of the algorithm.

2.2 KSVDbox

R.Rubinstein is the creator of two toolboxes for Matlab given the names KSVDbox and OMPbox.
These toolboxes combine M-code with optimized MEX functions written in C. As the name of
the toolboxes imply, KSVDbox is an implementation of the K-SVD algorithm, figure 6, and
OMPbox is an implementation of Orthogonal Matching Pursuit, figure 7. K-SVD applies a
pursuit algorithm to find a sparse solution to a linear system of equations. In the implementation
by Rubinstein, K-SVD applies the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit algorithm, therefore KSVDbox
relies on OMPbox to run. The toolboxes include implementations of the denoising scheme
described by figure 8, the Discrete Cosine Transform dictionary, equation (28), as well as support
for one, two and three dimensional signals.

Figure 9 shows the results from applying the KSVDbox for the purpose of denoising. The
dictionary used by the denoising algorithm was a trained dictionary that was initiated with the
Discrete Cosine Transform bases. In figure 10 the dictionary is visualised, figure 10a) shows the
Discrete Cosine Tranform, while figure 10b) shows the dictionary after having adapted it to the
image shown in figure 9a).
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The implementation of these toolboxes are based on the work by R. Rubinstein himself as
well as M. Elad and M. Zibulevsky [13]. Unfortunately the toolbox does not support inpainting,
therefore this section is devoted to the adaptation of the toolbox for inpainting. The version of
the toolboxes discussed in this report is KSVDbox version 13 and OMPbox version 10, keep in
mind that if another version is used the ideas conveyed here might not apply.

Figure 9: Image denoising using KSVDbox. a) Original Image. b) Image with additive Gaussian
noise. c) Denoised image.

Figure 10: Visualization of a 2-dimensional dictionary. a) Discrete Cosine Transform. b) Adapted
dictionary.

2.2.1 Inpainting adaptation

From the theoretical study of denoising and inpainting it became clear that the same algorithm
can be used for both of these applications, see figure 8. The algorithm included in the KSVDbox
for denoising is based on this same algorithm, it can therefore be adapted such that it can be
used for inpainting. All that is needed is to include a mask, a binary image with ones in the
areas where inpainting is not desired and zeros in the areas where inpainting is desired. Then
include the necessary steps in the implementation, for example that the elements to be inpainted
is ignored before solving for the set of elements in the dictionary that best approximates that
particular image patch. Figure 13 shows the necessary steps required to acquire this adaptation
of the dictionary.
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After having performed these alterations the toolboxes are ready for use. Figure 11 shows a
demonstration on applying the toolbox for inpainting various examples. In figure 11a), 75% of
the pixels have been removed, figure 11e) shows the results after inpainting. In figure 11b)-11d),
the image has been corrupted by masking the image in various ways. While in figure 11f)-11h),
an attempt has been made to inpaint these images. For the purpose of this demonstration the
inpainting has deliberately been setup such that the results will be less than perfect. Altering the
parameters used for the inpainting will achieve different results, in figure 11 the patch size has
been chosen to be slightly too small. The patch in figure 11 was chosen to be 16× 16. Figure 12
shows how the results changes by altering the patch size. Figure 11b) is the same image as figure
12a), following this each image is the result of inpainting with larger patches. The dimensions
used are 16× 16, followed by 20× 20, 24× 24 and 28× 28. It can be seen that, as the patch size
is increased the quality of the inpainting is improved. It is important to know that the price to
pay for increasing the patch size, is by increasing computational time as well as decreasing the
contrast in the Reconstruction.

Figure 11: Inpainting image with various masks, using a 16×16 patch. a) 75% of pixels removed,
e) results from inpainting. b) masked with 100 randomly placed circular elements, each with a
random radius with a uniform distribution between 0 and 35 pixels, f) results from inpainting.
c) masked with a doodle resembling a smiling face, g) results from inpainting. d) masked with
various text segments, h) results from inpainting.

Figure 12: Inpainting an image masked with 100 randomly placed circular elements, each with
a random radius with a uniform distribution between 0 and 35. a) patch size 16× 16. b) patch
size 20× 20. c) patch size 24× 24. d) patch size 28× 28.
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Step by step guide for adapting KSVDbox (v.13) for inpainting:

1. Locate the Matlab function ompdenoise2.m in the set of functions that makes up KSVDbox.

2. Locate lines 171-175, which looks like:

i f (memusage == MEMLOW)
gamma = omp2(D, blocks , [ ] , ep s i l on , ’ maxatoms ’ , maxatoms , ’ checkd i c t

’ , ’ o f f ’ ) ;
else

gamma = omp2(D’∗ blocks ,sum( b locks .∗ b locks ) ,G, eps i l on , ’ maxatoms ’
, maxatoms , ’ checkd i c t ’ , ’ o f f ’ ) ;

end

3. Replace lines 171-175 with (can be parallellized by switching for with parfor):

i f ( i npa in t==1)
blocks mask = im2co l s t ep (mask ( : , j : j+b l o c k s i z e (2 )−1) , b l o c k s i z e ,

s t e p s i z e ) ;
gamma=zeros ( d i c t s i z e , s ize ( b locks , 2 ) ) ;
for m=1: s ize ( b locks , 2 )

Dtemp=D.∗ repmat ( blocks mask ( : ,m) ,1 , d i c t s i z e ) ;
Dtemp=normcols (Dtemp) ;
gamma( : ,m)=omp(Dtemp ’∗ b locks ( : ,m) ,Dtemp ’∗Dtemp , maxatoms , ’

checkd i c t ’ , ’ o f f ’ ) ;
end

else
i f (memusage == MEMLOW)

gamma = omp2(D, blocks , [ ] , ep s i l on , ’ maxatoms ’ , maxatoms , ’
checkd i c t ’ , ’ o f f ’ ) ;

else
gamma = omp2(D’∗ blocks ,sum( b locks .∗ b locks ) ,G, eps i l on , ’

maxatoms ’ , maxatoms , ’ checkd i c t ’ , ’ o f f ’ ) ;
end

end

4. Add the following lines anywhere between lines 2 and 161:

i f ( i s f i e l d ( params , ’ i npa in t ’ ) )
i npa in t = 1 ;
mask = params . mask ;
d i c t s i z e = s ize (D, 2 ) ;

else
i npa in t = 0 ;

end

Figure 13: Step by step guide for adapting the KSVDbox for inpainting.

2.2.2 User Guide

Each of the two toolboxes, KSVDbox and OMPbox, contains a readme file that guides the user
on how to install the toolbox. This installation boils down to running a file called make.m,
which will setup the MEX files that it compatible with your system. After having completed the
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installation the toolboxes are ready for use, unfortunately the toolboxes does not come with a
user guide. There is a function file called DEMO that runs a denoising example that will allow
the user to get started. The various implementations are commented in such a way that they are
easy to read, but even with these aids it can be difficult to get started. Further, the aids that is
included in the download does not contain information on how to setup the parameters for the
particular inpainting adaptation that has been proposed in this report, see section 2.2.1.

There is a lot of functions in the toolboxes, therefore the functions that needs to be considered
has been collected in table 1. This table also contains information about how to set up the
required parameters. Notice that these functions contains more options than the ones discussed
here, however setting up the parameters with this guide will be sufficient to get the algorithms
to run.

Varying the parameters of the algorithms will affect the quality of the reconstruction. Figure
14 shows how the RMS contrast in the entire reconstructed image is decreased by increasing the
patch sizes and how it can be increased by decreasing the sparsity. RMS contrast is given by

1 −
√

(NM)−1
∑
i,j(Xi.j − X̂i,j)2, where N ×M is the dimensions of the image. Further, it is

shown how the computational time increases in an exponential fashion with the same increase of
number of coefficients used. The time signals seen in figure 14c) is an exponential fit of the data
acquired from the reconstruction used to determine the RMS contrast in figure 14a) and 14b).

Function Input Parameters

ksvd(params)
Dictionary learning algorithm
K-SVD

params.data: Training data, matrix with training signals as

columns. If X is the image that the dictionary should be
trained on and blocksize is an integer that determines the size
of the image patch, then

ids={1:size(X,1)-blocksize+1;1:size(X,2)-blocksize+1};
params.data=sampgrid(X,blocksize,ids{:});
for i = 1:blocksize:size(params.data,2)

blockids = i:min(i+blocksize-1,size(params.data,2));
params.data(:,blockids) = remove dc(...

params.data(:,blockids),’columns’);
end

params.Edata or params.Tdata: Choose one of these

options. Both of these variables parameters determines
threshold that breaks OMP, line 2.a) in figure 6.
params.Tdata sets a threshold at a number of coefficients to
solve for, therefore Tdata is an integer between 1 and
blocksize2. Where blocksize is the size of the image patches.
params.Edata sets up OMP to break after some error value.
Edata can be combined with params.maxatoms which will
set up OMP to break at the error limit or when at desired
maximum number of coefficients is found.

params.inidict or params.dictsize: Choose one of these

options. params.initdict is a matrix with image patches as
columns. params.dictsize is an array with two values sets up
the size of a DCT dictionary, such that

params.dictsize=[blocksize*blocksize,dictsize].
.
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Function Input Parameters

ompdenoise2(params)
Filtering scheme, after the changes
done in section 2.2.1

params.x: This parameter contains the unfiltered signal. In

image processing the signal will be image in itself.

params.dict: Dictionary used in filtering. Assuming dimensions

blocksize2×dictlength, then blocksize2 ≤dictlength.

params.blocksize: Integer that determines the size of the

image patches.

params.psnr or params.sigma: Choose one of the two

options. This Parameter is used to determine the target error
for each image patch. psnr is the desired signal-to-noise ratio
in dB. sigma is the desired standard deviation. params.psnr
is complimented with params.maxval, this parameter changes
the signal range from [0, 1] to [0,maxval].

params.inpaint: This option is only available after the changes

done in section 2.2.1. Setting up the parameter as,

params.inpaint=’inpaint’:

will run the function with the inpainting option. This option
has to be complimented with params.mask. mask is a binary
image with 0 in all areas where inpainting is to be done and 1
everywhere else.

odctdict2(blocksize,dictsize)
Discrete Cosine Transform
dictionary

blocksize: Integer that determines size of image patches.

dictsize: Number of columns in dictionary, equivalent to
number of image patches in dictionary.

Table 1: Summary of how to setup the required parameters for a set of the functions included
in KSVDbox v.13. Discrete Cosine Transform has been shortened to DCT and Orthogonal
Matching Pursuit has been shortened to OMP.

Figure 14: Contrast and computational time for patchsizes (params.blocksize), 8× 8, 16× 16,
24× 24 and 32× 32, when attempting to reconstruct an arbitrary image with increasing number
of coefficients (params.maxatoms). a) RMS contrast with dictionary based on discrete cosine
transform. b) RMS contrast with KSVD adapted dictionary. c) Computational time.
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3 Simulating Phase Maps

Phase maps can be acquired through measurements, but they are also fairly simple to simulate.
It is often an advantage to use simulated images when attempting to use a new method. This is
due to the fact that simulated data can be controlled and altered to fit the desires of the user.
Another advantage that comes from using simulated phase maps is that it enables a simple way
of determining a mask that can be used to mask dislocations, which is a requirement for the
inpainting method, see section 2.

Figure 15: Schematic of the processes used to simulate wrapped phase maps starting with some
arbitrary surface. The result include a wrapped phase map, a wrapped phase map with disloca-
tions and a binary image that can be used to mask dislocations.

To simulate a phase map all that is necessary is to create an interesting surface with ap-
propriate scaling. The surface should then be wrapped to acquire the desired image. Assume
that the simulated surface is given by the function Θ(x, y), then the wrapping can be computed
through the following operation,

Θ(x, y)Wrapped = ∠(cos(Θ(x, y)) + i sin(Θ(x, y))). (42)

The wrapping occurs since the angle of a complex number is computed with a arctan(·) function,
which is a discontinuous function. In Matlab the function angle(·) can be used which is defined
from −π to π.

Dislocations can be added in various ways, in the introduction of this report one such way
was mentioned. This method of creating dislocations are to apply a moving average filter on the
sine and cosine of the phase map respectively, before computing the wrapping. Filtering the sine
or the cosine with a significantly large kernel will average out the high frequency oscillations such
that branch cuts will occur. A wrapped phase map with dislocations is given by the operation,

Θ(x, y)Wrapped = ∠((K ∗ cos(Θ))(x, y) + i(K ∗ sin(Θ)(x, y))), (43)
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where the kernel, K is a N ×N matrix with elements equal to 1/N2. This kernel combined with
a discrete 2-dimensional convolution defines a Moving Average filter for image processing.

Assuming that one has simulated both a phase map with and without dislocations, then it
can be proposed to compute the difference between the two images, pixel per pixel. The phase
map with dislocations should resemble the phase map without dislocations very closely, except
for areas where dislocations appear. A mask can therefore be computed by thresholding the
image that results from computing the difference. Thresholding in this regard means to let all
values under some value equal to zero, while all values over the same value is equal to one. The
value that determines which pixels should be equal to one or zero is the threshold. It might
be that the thresholding is not sufficient to create a good mask, but the results can easily be
improved by applying morphology. Both morphological operations and thresholding is supported
by Matlab [14].

The processes of simulating a phase map is illustrated by figure 15.
For the purpose of this report four different phase maps has been created, these phase maps

can be seen in figure 16 to figure 19. The simulated phase maps are based on work done by
Pascal Picart. The Matlab implementations used to generate the phase maps can be found in
appendix A.

Figure 16: Simulated phase map, based on Gaussian located on a surface resulting from the
multiplication of a paraboloid and a plane. a) Phase map without dislocations. b) Phase map
with dislocations, due to filtering with a kernel with dimensions 14×14. c) Mask, resulting from
thresholding the absolute difference between a) and b) at π/2.

Figure 17: Simulated phase map, based on two Gaussians located on a hyperbolic paraboloid. a)
Phase map without dislocations. b) Phase map with dislocations, due to filtering with a kernel
with dimensions 14 × 14. c) Mask, resulting from thresholding the absolute difference between
a) and b) at π/2.
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Figure 18: Simulated phase map, based on Matlab logo surface function membrane(·). a)
Phase map without dislocations. b) Phase map with dislocations, due to filtering with a kernel
with dimensions 14 × 14. c) Mask, resulting from thresholding the absolute difference between
a) and b) at π/2.

Figure 19: Simulated phase map, based on Matlab example function peaks(·). a) Phase map
without dislocations. b) Phase map with dislocations, due to filtering with a kernel with dimen-
sions 14× 14. c) Mask, resulting from thresholding the absolute difference between a) and b) at
π/2.

4 Method

In natural images the inpainting process boils down to running the algorithms on the image.
When dealing with wrapped phase maps the processing is a little bit more complicated, this
was touched upon in the introduction to this report. In this section a detailed description of a
method for inpainting phase maps using sparse reconstruction methods is described along with
a set of experiments to evaluate the performance of the method. The sparse reconstruction
methods that the experimental setup applies was described in section 2. After describing the
various experiments that will be included in this report the evaluation criteria is introduced.

4.1 Experimental Setup

The inpainting method is slightly more involved when dealing with wrapped phase maps com-
pared to natural images. The reason for this is that the wrapped phase map is discontinuous due
to solving for the phase with an arctangent function. If the wrapped phase map is processed like
a natural image the discontinuities will be smoothed, which will make it impossible to unwrap
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Figure 20: Schematic of inpainting process with applications to dislocations in phase maps.

the phase map. Therefore, it is preferable to do the processing on the sine and the cosine of the
phase map, respectively.

A second difficulty related to inpainting phase maps is due to the size of the areas that is
to be inpainted. The masked areas that is to be inpainted is fairly large, which means that the
image patches used by the reconstruction method has to be fairly large to be able to successfully
compute a solution, this in turn causes the computational time to sky rocket. To deal with this
the inpainting should be done locally, meaning that only the area surrounding the mask should
be reconstructed. If the sampling of the image is sufficient then it might be suitable to reduce
the image size, which would result in a reduction in the size of the image patches used by the
reconstructive method. Reducing the image size means to reduce the number of pixels in the
image. If Matlab is used then the function imresize(·) can be used. The resizing of the image
can be performed on the separated subsections. Such that the areas that are to be reconstructed
can be separated from the image, resized, then inpainted and finally restored.

Figure 20 shows a schematic of the inpainting process. This schematic illustrates how a phase
map with dislocations are transformed to the sine and cosine, then inpainted before computing
a processed wrapped phase map.

In the sine and cosine respectively the area to be inpainted is separated. When separating a
patch a resizing of the subsection can be computed. The separated subsection should have the
dimensions (Ny + q)/γ × (Nx + q)/γ, where Ny ×Nx is the smallest rectangle that contains the
areas with dislocations, q is the patch size used by the reconstruction method and γ is a constant
which determines how much the image patch is to be resized. γ should typically be a constant
between 0 and 1. γ = 1/2, for example means that the subsection should be resized to half its
original size. This is the factor used in all experiments included in this report.

The separated subsection with dislocations is then masked for dislocations. The masking of
dislocations is a interesting problem which unfortunately will not be discussed in this report.
For the sake of this report it is sufficient to know that this might not be a trivial task but
unfortunately there is no way around it. Masking the dislocations means that all pixels in the
image that is to be inpainted is multiplied with 0 while all pixels that should be untouched by
the inpainting is multiplied with 1. The mask is required for the reconstruction method.

After having masked the dislocations the image can be inpainted using the sparse reconstruc-
tion method described in section 2. The outcome of the inpainting supposedly depends very
much on the dictionary used. Table 2 contains the various dictionaries that was used in this
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work. When the inpainted subsection has been acquired, its size is restored and used to replace
the separated patch.

Figure 21: Test image, Bar-
bara.

Finally, the sine and cosine can be combined to compute the
wrapped phase map, either by computing the argument of a com-
plex number or using the relation tan(·) = sin(·)/ cos(·) and an
arctangent function.

As previously mentioned the various dictionaries that is to
be used for inpainting can be found in table 2. The different
dictionaries defines a set of experiments. Each dictionary is used
to attempt to inpaint the simulated wrapped phase maps shown
in figure 16 to figure 19. Further the masks related to each phase
map is used on a natural image in an attempt to inpaint the same
area but under different circumstances. The natural image chosen
for these comparisons is the classical test image so often seen in
image processing applications, Barbara, see figure 21. Each one
of the test images has a total of 485 × 485 pixels. Table 2 also
contains the parameters used in the processing of the images.

The dictionaries used are based on the discrete cosine trans-
form or trained with the use on K-SVD on some set of data. The
adapted dictionaries are trained on the sine and cosine of the orig-
inal phase map, but a special dictionary is used in the last two experiments. The idea was to
include a dictionary trained on a separate image before applying that dictionary for inpainting.
The desired image should contain all possible fringe patterns found in a sine or cosine of a phase
map. Ideally the image should be determined through some function such that it can easily be
reproduced. The proposed image can be seen in figure 22. Figure 22a) shows the base function
which is defined as,

z(x, y) =
1

2 + C
((1 +

x2 + y2

4π2
)(J0(x) + J0(y)) + C), x, y ∈ [−2π, 2π]. (44)

Figure 22: Training image constructed of a scaled and weighted sum of two Bessel functions.
a) Training function, with 750 × 750 pixels. b) Cosine of training function with a frequency
determined to match simulated phase maps.
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The function is a sum of two zero:th order Bessel functions of the first kind, J0(·), which are
scaled between 0 and 1. The term (x2+y2)/4π2 weights the functions such that the result is more
evenly scaled in its entire domain. The constant C is required to ensure that the function only
contains positive values. It is equal to min{2|J0(x)|}, numerically estimated to be C ≈ 0.8055.
Figure 22b) shows the results of computing,

Θ = cos(ωz(x, y)), ω = N max{ fx
Nx

,
fy
Ny
}, (45)

where N ×N is the dimensions of the training image and Ny ×Nx the dimensions of the phase
map. fx and fy is the maximum frequency of the phase map along the x-axis and the y-axis
after having computed the sine or cosine. In figure 22b), N has been chosen to be 750 and
45/485 = max{fx/Nx, fy/Ny}. The maximum frequency was estimated through analyzing the
Fourier transform of the simulated phase maps, all of them have a maximum frequency close to
45/485 which should make it suitable for these experiment.

# Dictionary Inpainting Training

1
Discrete Cosine Transform:
odct2dict(48,48*48)

blocksize=48
maxatoms=5
psnr=15
lambda=0

-

2
Adaptive:

Training data made up of original
image without dislocations.

blocksize=48
maxatoms=5
psnr=15
lambda=0

iternum=20
Tdata=5
initdict=odct2dict(48,48*48)

3

Adaptive:

Training data made up of original
image, but patches related to
dislocations has been removed.

blocksize=48
maxatoms=5
psnr=15
lambda=0

iternum=20
Tdata=5
initdict=odct2dict(48,48*48)

4
Adaptive:

Training data made up of separate
training image.

blocksize=48
maxatoms=5
psnr=15
lambda=0

iternum=20
Tdata=5
initdict=odct2dict(48,4*48*48)

5

Adaptive:

Training data made up of separate
training image and original image. In
the original image patches related to
dislocations has been removed. In other
words the concatenation of the
dictionaries used in 3 and 4.

blocksize=48
maxatoms=10
psnr=15
lambda=0

iternum=20
Tdata=5
initdict=odct2dict(48,4*48*48)

iternum=20
Tdata=5
initdict=odct2dict(48,48*48)

Table 2: Experimental setup for five different experiments, with the parameters used in the
implementation of the reconstructive method.

4.2 Evaluation Criteria

To acquire quantitative results some evaluation criteria has to be decided on. Since the phase
maps used in the experiments are simulated the desired phase map and the phase map with dis-
locations are both available, which makes it easy to compute the error between the reconstructed
image and the desired image. When dealing with phase maps this error can be discontinuous
due to the wrapping. The error should therefore be rewrapped, which defines the error as,

ε = ∠ exp(i(Θtrue −ΘReconstructed)). (46)
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The operator ∠ means to compute the angle of the complex number and Θ is the phase.
The error could be computed locally or globally. Since the purpose of this work is to attempt

to reconstruct areas with dislocations, the error is evaluated only in regions where dislocations
occur. The error can be visualized as an image or with a histogram, in an attempt to visualize
the distribution of the error. Both of these methods has been used. It is also desirable to include
mean, peak-to-valley and standard deviation, which is done in this report.

5 Results and Discussion

This section contains the collected results from the five different experiments that were described
in the experimental setup, see section 4.1.

The first eight figures, figure 23 to figure 34, in this section shows the resulting images and
error maps from inpainting using the sparse reconstructive method described in section 2. Each
one of these figures include a total of 7×4 images, that creates a grid where each column depicts
a unique inpainting scenario. The first two images of the column contains the original image
without damages, first showing the entire image and then a zoom of the area where inpainting
is to occur. The next pair, image three and four of each column shows the image after having
masked the area that is to be inpainted, first in its entirety and then zoomed to the masked area.
The third and last pair shows the results after inpainting, such that the fifth image in the column
shows the entire inpainted image while the sixth shows the zoom. The last image of each column
depicts the error map computed from the difference between the zoomed part of the undamaged
image and the inpainted image.

Figure 31 to figure 34 shows the histogram related to the distribution of the error contained
in the various error maps. This qualitative data is complimented with table 3 which shows the
mean error, peak-to-valley and standard deviation related to each one of the attempts made.

# Image ME(%) PV(%) σ(%) Image ME(%) PV(%) σ(%)

1 Phase map nr.1 55 100 61 Barbara nr.1 22 55 21

1 Phase map nr.2 40 100 50 Barbara nr.2 24 98 30

1 Phase map nr.3 36 100 49 Barbara nr.3 13 73 16

1 Phase map nr.4 50 100 58 Barbara nr.4 11 47 16

2 Phase map nr.1 9 8 4 Barbara nr.1 13 37 12

2 Phase map nr.2 14 39 17 Barbara nr.2 21 78 24

2 Phase map nr.3 8 55 10 Barbara nr.3 9 58 11

2 Phase map nr.4 5 7 3 Barbara nr.4 13 45 14

3 Phase map nr.1 46 100 55 Barbara nr.1 22 52 22

3 Phase map nr.2 36 100 46 Barbara nr.2 25 81 30

3 Phase map nr.3 31 100 43 Barbara nr.3 12 69 15

3 Phase map nr.4 48 100 56 Barbara nr.4 13 49 16

4 Phase map nr.1 40 100 51 Barbara nr.1 - - -

4 Phase map nr.2 40 100 50 Barbara nr.2 - - -

4 Phase map nr.3 29 100 41 Barbara nr.3 - - -

4 Phase map nr.4 48 100 56 Barbara nr.4 - - -

5 Phase map nr.1 37 100 46 Barbara nr.1 - - -

5 Phase map nr.2 37 100 47 Barbara nr.2 - - -

5 Phase map nr.3 28 100 41 Barbara nr.3 - - -

5 Phase map nr.4 44 100 53 Barbara nr.4 - - -

Table 3: Collection of error data, from the various inpainting experiments. The values are
computed in the area defined by the smallest possible rectangle that encapsules the inpainted
region. The column to the left refers to the id of the experiment, each unique id refers to
inpainting with a different dictionary. ME is short for mean error, PV for peak-to-valley and σ
stands for the standard deviation. All error values are given in percentage.
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Figure 23: Results from inpainting simulated wrapped phase maps with a dictionary based on
the Discrete Cosine Transform. a)-d) shows results from four different phase maps. i) shows the
original phase map, ii) shows a zoom of the area that is to be inpainted. iii) shows the masked
phase map before inpainting, iv) shows a zoom of the area that is to be inpainted. v) shows the
results after inpainting, vi) shows a zoom of the inpainted area. vii) shows the error map.
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Figure 24: Results from inpainting Barbara with a dictionary based on the Discrete Cosine
Transform. a)-d) shows results from four different masked areas. i) shows the original image,
ii) shows a zoom of the area that is to be inpainted. iii) shows the masked phase map before
inpainting, iv) shows a zoom of the area that is to be inpainted. v) shows the results after
inpainting, vi) shows a zoom of the inpainted area. vii) shows the error map.
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Figure 25: Results from inpainting simulated wrapped phase maps with a KSVD adapted dictio-
nary, trained on the entire undamaged cosine/sine of phase map. a)-d) shows results from four
different phase maps. i) shows the original phase map, ii) shows a zoom of the area that is to
be inpainted. iii) shows the masked phase map before inpainting, iv) shows a zoom of the area
that is to be inpainted. v) shows the results after inpainting, vi) shows a zoom of the inpainted
area. vii) shows the error map.
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Figure 26: Results from inpainting Barbara with a KSVD adapted dictionary, trained on the
entire undamaged image. a)-d) shows results from four different masked areas. i) shows the
original image, ii) shows a zoom of the area that is to be inpainted. iii) shows the masked phase
map before inpainting, iv) shows a zoom of the area that is to be inpainted. v) shows the results
after inpainting, vi) shows a zoom of the inpainted area. vii) shows the error map.
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Figure 27: Results from inpainting simulated wrapped phase maps with a KSVD adapted dic-
tionary, trained on the cosine/sine of phase map having removed all training data included in
the masked area. a)-d) shows results from four different phase maps. i) shows the original phase
map, ii) shows a zoom of the area that is to be inpainted. iii) shows the masked phase map
before inpainting, iv) shows a zoom of the area that is to be inpainted. v) shows the results after
inpainting, vi) shows a zoom of the inpainted area. vii) shows the error map.
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Figure 28: Results from inpainting Barbara with a KSVD adapted dictionary, trained on the
image having removed all training data included in the masked area. a)-d) shows results from
four different masked areas. i) shows the original image, ii) shows a zoom of the area that is to
be inpainted. iii) shows the masked phase map before inpainting, iv) shows a zoom of the area
that is to be inpainted. v) shows the results after inpainting, vi) shows a zoom of the inpainted
area. vii) shows the error map.
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Figure 29: Results from inpainting simulated wrapped phase maps with a KSVD adapted dictio-
nary, trained on a separate training image. a)-d) shows results from four different phase maps.
i) shows the original phase map, ii) shows a zoom of the area that is to be inpainted. iii) shows
the masked phase map before inpainting, iv) shows a zoom of the area that is to be inpainted.
v) shows the results after inpainting, vi) shows a zoom of the inpainted area. vii) shows the error
map.
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Figure 30: Results from inpainting simulated wrapped phase maps with a KSVD adapted dictio-
nary, trained on a separate training image and cosine/sine of phase map ignoring pixels related
to masked area.. a)-d) shows results from four different phase maps. i) shows the original phase
map, ii) shows a zoom of the area that is to be inpainted. iii) shows the masked phase map
before inpainting, iv) shows a zoom of the area that is to be inpainted. v) shows the results after
inpainting, vi) shows a zoom of the inpainted area. vii) shows the error map.
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(a) Phase Error (rad) from inpaint-
ing simulated phase maps

(b) Phase Error (rad) from inpaint-
ing Barbara

Figure 31: Histogram of phase error from inpainting with a dictionary based on the Discrete
Cosine Transform.

(a) Phase Error (rad) from inpaint-
ing simulated phase maps

(b) Phase Error (rad) from inpaint-
ing Barbara

Figure 32: Histogram of phase error from inpainting with a KSVD adapted dictionary, trained
on the entire undamaged image. Note for phase maps training was done on sine and cosine
respectively.

(a) Phase Error (rad) from inpaint-
ing simulated phase maps

(b) Phase Error (rad) from inpaint-
ing Barbara

Figure 33: Histogram of phase error from inpainting with a KSVD adapted dictionary, trained
on the cosine/sine of phase map having removed all training data included in the masked area.
Note for phase maps training was done on sine and cosine respectively.
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(a) Phase Error (rad) from in-
painting simulated phase maps
with dictionary trained on separate
image.

(b) Phase Error (rad) from inpaint-
ing simulated phase maps with dic-
tionary trained on separate image
combined with dictionary trained on
cosine/sine of phase map ignoring
pixels related to dislocations.

Figure 34: Histogram of phase error from inpainting with a KSVD adapted dictionary, trained
on a separate training image.

To start with inpainting was done with a dictionary based on discrete cosine transform. The
Discrete cosine transform is prefered since it is easy to generate and easy to replicate by anyone
who wanted to inpaint phase maps using sparse reconstructive methods. Unfortunately this does
not seem to bee the case, as proven by the computations made in this work, see figure 23 and
figure 24. While the Discrete Cosine Transform is not the best dictionary might it would be
useful not to have to rely on adaptive dictionaries, since adaptive dictionaries take such a long
time to compute.

Figure 25 and figure 26 shows the results from inpainting with an adaptive dictionary, These
results does appear to fulfill the desires. However, these results, rely on training made on the
entire undamaged image. In reality this data would not be available, it is only something that
makes it possible to show that the reconstructive method can be used at all to compute the desired
image. Since the undamaged phase map cannot be used to acquire an adaptive dictionary, then
the next best thing might be to use a dictionary trained on a restricted version of the image.
Restricted in the sense that the pixels that is related to areas with dislocations has been removed
from the set of training signals.

Figure 27 and figure 28 shows the results from attempting to inpaint with a dictionary
acquired with from restricting the training data to the phase map with the exclusion of pixels in
the masked area. Unfortunately the dictionary used under these circumstances was not sufficient
to compute the desired image.

When the adaptive dictionaries trained on the image itself failed, then the only possible
approach for this dictionary learning algorithm and reconstructive algorithm appears to be to
create a separate image and use that for training purposes. For this to have a chance to succeed,
this image has to contain the fringe pattern that is missing in the original image as well as the
correct frequency. This led to the results shown in figure 29 and figure 30 where the dictionary
was trained on figure 22b). Unfortunately, the dictionary acquired does not seem to hold the
desired properties. Note that this means there is still a dictionary that would enable a successful
reconstruction, relating back to the results from figure 25, but training on this image alone does
not achieve a dictionary with the required properties.

As a recursion on the attempt with a separate image, the results in figure 30 was acquired.
These phase maps was the result from using a combination of the dictionaries used in the previous
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two attempts. That means that the dictionary used resulted from the dictionary used to acquire
the results seen in figure 27 and the dictionary used for figure 29. Unfortunately this dictionary
did not seem to be sufficient to make the reconstruction to work either.

Further, in all the attempt for inpainting Barbara it can be seen that the result is rather
smooth. In other words the contrast in the resulting imaged is rather low, this is because it is
impossible to achieve a high contrast picture with a sparse reconstruction in combination with
large patch sizes. Same as for the phase maps the results are closest to that of the original
image in figure 26, but even so the results are too smooth to retain the details of the image.
Remember the method of simulating phase maps with dislocations, figure 15, which shows that
dislocations can occur due to smoothing. Since the reconstruction is rather smooth it might
mean that the reconstruction, not only fails in the attempt to acquire the desired phase map. It
is also a possibility that the resulting image will contain new dislocations.

It appears as if the reconstruction of phase maps will have higher error values than that which
result from inpainting the natural image, Barbara. But it is worth noting that it is not fare to
compare a phase map with a natural image directly, because the wrapping will greatly affect the
results.

What can be said about the distribution of error. Considering the results from inpainting
phase maps. In the one case where the results appeared as desired, figure 25, the errors were
rather small and had a shape of a normal distribution. In all other cases where the inpainting of
phase maps failed, then the error appeared to follow no known distribution. This appears to be
the result of wrapping, the error would be distributed in a fashion that more closely resembled a
normal distribution if the histograms were computed on the cosine or sine instead of the wrapped
result.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

It has been shown that the sparse reconstructive method, section 2, that was used in this work
can both succeed and fail when it comes to inpainting phase maps. For it to work it required
the best possible dictionary, figure 25. To acquire the best possible adaptive dictionary the K-
SVD algorithm was applied on the simulated phase maps without any damaged. In other words
when showing the dictionary learning algorithm what is supposed to be in the missing area. All
attempts to acquire a dictionary that would be just as successful based on data that would be
available in a real situation is still not known. Some attempt to acquire an adaptive dictionary
to find a useful dictionary has been made without success, see table 2 for the setup of the various
experiments. Figure 23 to figure 30 shows the resulting images, figure 31 to figure 34 shows the
distribution of the local error in the area of the mask and table 3 shows a collection of the error.

It has also become apparent from the results that inpainting on natural images appear decent
when not requiring too big patch size. As the patch sizes increase, to be able to cover large masked
areas, the reconstruction will be smoother. There might be useful at times to have an algorithm
like this that could be used for smoothing and inpainting at the same time. However if the
contrast of the image is to be unharmed some other method should be considered. Figure 14
shows how the contrast of the reconstruction is dependent on the size of image patches. It is
therefore concluded that even though sparse reconstructive methods appear impressive at first
glance they are lacking when it comes to using large image patches, which is required when it
comes to inpainting phase maps.

If the reconstructive method could be helped along by interpolating the skeleton of the phase
map, then it is my personal belief that the results would be greatly improved. The skeleton is
a kind of binary image constructed from the phase map. Again the cosine and sine would be
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computed, such that a continuous image with values ranging from minus one to one is acquired.
Then the skeleton is the image that results from setting all pixels not equal to minus one or
one equal to zero. Masking the skeleton for dislocation results in an image constructed of lines,
where some lines are cut by the mask. Then it seems possible to create a combinatorial search
algorithm that would find the only possible set of connections between branch cuts. Branch
cuts being where the lines are broken. When having connected the branch cuts, it remains to
interpolate the branches. The interpolated branches could be used to update the image and
mask before running a sparse reconstructive method. If this fails then it might be possible to
interpolate the skeleton through some well stated optimization problem. It is my belief that
doing this would not only decrease the size of the patches required but also make it possible to
inpaint with a simple dictionary such as the Discrete Cosine Transform.

The algorithm used for the inpainting could be greatly improved. There is a lot of unnecessary
computations made, which could be reduced by only going around the masked area. Computing
the replacement patches only where the patch is centered at the edge of the mask achieves three
things. The first one is that the computational time would be greatly reduced by only focusing
on the areas where inpainting is desired. Further, this would also make sure that there are no
patch that are computed from too greatly under sampled data, which is likely to yield large
errors. Lastly, it would decrease the reduction in contrast in general, since no unnecessary areas
of the image would be smoothed.

Another flaw in the inpainting procedure is that there is nothing included in the algorithm
that forces the algorithm to consider how the inpainting evolves from other parts of the masked
area. This lack of consideration from surrounding areas makes it rather difficult for the algorithm
to correctly connect branches. Even if a reconstruction of the individual image patches are of
high quality the result is likely to contain branch cuts.

It may also be desirable to include as many coefficients as possible in the reconstruction. As
shown in figure 14 the contrast is increased with the number of coefficients. This would ensure
that higher frequency content was included in each image patch. As this would further increase
computational time, an exemplar based method might be suitable to consider. An exemplar
based method would replace the missing pixels in the area to be inpainted with a single image
patch in a dictionary that would yield the lowest error value due to some criteria.

All things considered it seems as sparse reconstructive methods are not a useful approach
when attempting to inpaint wrapped phase maps. But, if one were to insist on pursuing this
approach more work on finding a suit able dictionary might be required. The function used in
figure 22 can be explored further to setup the training signals. For example the number of pixels
in the image can be increased. Notice that increasing the number of pixels does increase the
computational time required by the training. Unfortunately the K-SVD cannot be parallelized
in an effective way to account for this, as it will increase the number of iteration required before
completing the training.
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A MATLAB: Simulating Phase maps

This appendix contains a set of Matlab implementations that can be used to simulate four
different wrapped phase maps that can be used for testing image processing algorithms, see
figure 35 to figure 38. The implementation seen here is based upon work done by Pascal Picart.

function [ p , d ,m]=pm1( vararg in )
Nf=vararg in {1} ; Leve l=vararg in {2} ;
i f length ( vararg in )<3

N=[1 ,1 ]∗512 ;
else

N=vararg in {3} ; N=2∗Nf+N−1;
end
Factor=min ( [N(1) ,N(2) ] ) /512 ;
Ra=max(N(2) ,N(1) ) ;
[X,Y]=meshgrid(− f loor (N(2) /2) : f loor (N(2) /2) −1 , . . .

−f loor (N(1) /2) : f loor (N(1) /2)−1) ;
Nx=Factor ∗ 7 . 5 ;Ny=Factor ∗(−2.5) ;
R=sqrt (N(2)ˆ2+N(1) ˆ2) ;
Ad=5; C=1.5; CR=5; dx=0; dy=R/16 ; sigma =40;
AlphaX=Nx/(N(2) ) ; AlphaY=Ny/(N(1) ) ;
Gaussian=Ad∗exp(−(X−dx ) . ˆ 2/ ( 2∗ ( sigma ˆ2) )−(Y−dy ) . ˆ 2 / . . .

(2∗ (4∗ sigma ˆ2) ) ) ;
Phase=2∗pi ∗( Gaussian+C∗(X) . ∗ ( (X) .ˆ2+(Y) . ˆ 2 ) /(Raˆ3) + . . .

CR∗ ( (X) .ˆ2+(Y) . ˆ 2 ) /(Raˆ2) )+2∗pi ∗(AlphaX∗(X)+AlphaY∗(Y) ) ;
p=angle (exp(1 i ∗Phase ) ) ;
h=ones ( Nf ) /( Nf∗Nf ) ;
c=cos (p) ; c=conv2 ( c , h , ’ same ’ ) ;
s=sin (p) ; s=conv2 ( s , h , ’ same ’ ) ;
d=angle ( c+1 i ∗ s ) ;
p=p( Nf :N(1)−Nf , Nf :N(2)−Nf ) ; d=d( Nf :N(1)−Nf , Nf :N(2)−Nf ) ;
m=abs (p−d)<Level ;
se1=s t r e l ( ’ d i sk ’ , ce i l ( sqrt ( Nf ) ) ) ; se2=s t r e l ( ’ d i sk ’ , Nf ) ;
m=imc lo se (m, se1 ) ; m=imopen (m, se2 ) ; m=double ( imerode (m, se1 ) ) ;
end

Figure 35: Matlab implementation of a simulated wrapped phase map, based on a Gaussian
in a plane multiplied with a paraboloid. Function returns p which is the phase map without
dislocations, d which is the phase map with dislocations, m which is the mask that can be used
to mask dislocations. Input variables are Nf and Level. Nf is an integer that determines the
size of a kernel used in a moving average filter, which results in the dislocations. The larger
the size of the kernel is the more dramatic the effects of the dislocations will appear. Level is
the value that will be used for thresholding when computing the mask. A third input variable
can be used N which is a 1× 2 array containing the desired size of the phase map, without this
argument the size will be (512− 2Nf + 1)× (512− 2Nf + 1). The function was implemented on
Matlab R2016b and requires Matlabs image processing toolbox for morphological operations.
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function [ p , d ,m]=pm2( vararg in )
Nf=vararg in {1} ; Leve l=vararg in {2} ;
i f length ( vararg in )<3

N=[1 ,1 ]∗512 ;
else

N=vararg in {3} ; N=2∗Nf+N−1;
end
Ra=max(N(2) ,N(1) ) ;
[X,Y]=meshgrid(− f loor (N(2) /2) : f loor (N(2) /2) −1 , . . .

−f loor (N(1) /2) : f loor (N(1) /2)−1) ;
sigma =40; Ad=0.1 ; AS=7.5 ; c o f =2;
Gaussian1=(X/N(1) ) .∗Ad∗exp(−(X−N(1) /4) . ˆ 2 / . . .

(2∗ ( co f ∗ sigma ) ˆ2)−(Y−N(1) /4) . ˆ2/ (2∗ ( co f ∗ sigma ) ˆ2) ) ;
Gaussian2=(Y/N(2) ) .∗Ad∗exp(−(X−N(1) /4) . ˆ 2 / . . .

(2∗ ( co f ∗ sigma ) ˆ2)−(Y−N(1) /4) . ˆ2/ (2∗ ( co f ∗ sigma ) ˆ2) ) ;
Phase=2∗pi ∗( Gaussian2+Gaussian1+AS∗(X.ˆ2−Y. ˆ 2 ) /(Raˆ2) ) ;
p=angle (exp(1 i ∗Phase ) ) ;
h=ones ( Nf ) /( Nf∗Nf ) ;
c=cos (p) ; c=conv2 ( c , h , ’ same ’ ) ;
s=sin (p) ; s=conv2 ( s , h , ’ same ’ ) ;
d=angle ( c+1 i ∗ s ) ;
p=p( Nf :N(1)−Nf , Nf :N(2)−Nf ) ; d=d( Nf :N(1)−Nf , Nf :N(2)−Nf ) ;
m=abs (p−d)<Level ;
se1=s t r e l ( ’ d i sk ’ , ce i l ( sqrt ( Nf ) ) ) ; se2=s t r e l ( ’ d i sk ’ , Nf ) ;
m=imc lo se (m, se1 ) ; m=imopen (m, se2 ) ; m=double ( imerode (m, se1 ) ) ;
end

Figure 36: Matlab implementation of a simulated wrapped phase map, based on two gaussians
in a hyperbolic paraboloid. Function returns p which is the phase map without dislocations,
d which is the phase map with dislocations, m which is the mask that can be used to mask
dislocations. Input variables are Nf and Level. Nf is an integer that determines the size of a
kernel used in a moving average filter, which results in the dislocations. The larger the size of
the kernel is the more dramatic the effects of the dislocations will appear. Level is the value
that will be used for thresholding when computing the mask. A third input variable can be used
N which is a 1 × 2 array containing the desired size of the phase map, without this argument
the size will be (512 − 2Nf + 1) × (512 − 2Nf + 1). The function was implemented on Matlab
R2016b and requires Matlabs image processing toolbox for morphological operations.
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function [ p , d ,m]=pm3( vararg in )
Nf=vararg in {1} ; Leve l=vararg in {2} ;
i f length ( vararg in )<3

N=[1 ,1 ]∗512 ;
else

N=vararg in {3} ; N=2∗Nf+N−1;
end
Factor=min ( [N(1) ,N(2) ] ) /512 ;
Ra=max(N(2) ,N(1) ) ;
[X,Y]=meshgrid(− f loor (N(2) /2) : f loor (N(2) /2) −1 , . . .

−f loor (N(1) /2) : f loor (N(1) /2)−1) ;
Ad=7; CR=5;
Nx=Factor ∗ 7 . 5 ;Ny=Factor ∗(−2.5) ;
AlphaX=Nx/(N(2) ) ; AlphaY=Ny/(N(1) ) ;
PlanPhase2=+2∗pi ∗(AlphaX∗(X)+AlphaY∗(Y) ) /sqrt (N(2) ∗N(1) ) ;
C=−CR∗(X.ˆ2+Y. ˆ 2 ) /(Raˆ2) ;
Nbpts=f loor (N(1) /2) ; L=membrane (1 , Nbpts ) ; VM=max(max(L) ) ;
Defau l t=Ad∗L ( 1 :N(1) −1 ,1:N(2)−1)/VM;
Phase=2∗pi ∗( Defau l t+C+PlanPhase2 ) ;
p=angle (exp(1 i ∗Phase ) ) ;
h=ones ( Nf ) /( Nf∗Nf ) ;
c=cos (p) ; c=conv2 ( c , h , ’ same ’ ) ;
s=sin (p) ; s=conv2 ( s , h , ’ same ’ ) ;
d=angle ( c+1 i ∗ s ) ;
p=p( Nf :N(1)−Nf , Nf :N(2)−Nf ) ; d=d( Nf :N(1)−Nf , Nf :N(2)−Nf ) ;
m=abs (p−d)<Level ;
se1=s t r e l ( ’ d i sk ’ , ce i l ( sqrt ( Nf ) ) ) ; se2=s t r e l ( ’ d i sk ’ , Nf ) ;
m=imc lo se (m, se1 ) ; m=imopen (m, se2 ) ; m=double ( imerode (m, se1 ) ) ;
end

Figure 37: Matlab implementation of a simulated wrapped phase map, based on Matlab logo
surface function membrane(·). Function returns p which is the phase map without dislocations,
d which is the phase map with dislocations, m which is the mask that can be used to mask
dislocations. Input variables are Nf and Level. Nf is an integer that determines the size of a
kernel used in a moving average filter, which results in the dislocations. The larger the size of
the kernel is the more dramatic the effects of the dislocations will appear. Level is the value
that will be used for thresholding when computing the mask. A third input variable can be used
N which is a 1 × 2 array containing the desired size of the phase map, without this argument
the size will be (512− 2Nf + 1)× (512− 2Nf + 1). A third input variable can be used N which
is a 1× 2 array containing the desired size of the phase map, without this argument the size will
be (512 − 2Nf + 1) × (512 − 2Nf + 1). the function was implemented on Matlab R2016b and
requires Matlabs image processing toolbox for morphological operations.
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function [ p , d ,m]=pm4( vararg in )
Nf=vararg in {1} ; Leve l=vararg in {2} ;
i f length ( vararg in )<3

N=[1 ,1 ]∗512 ;
else

N=vararg in {3} ; N=2∗Nf+N−1;
end
Ra=max(N(2) ,N(1) ) ;
Phase=4∗peaks (Ra) ;
Phase=Phase ( 1 :N(2) , 1 :N(1) ) ;
p=angle (exp(1 i ∗Phase ) ) ;
h=ones ( Nf ) /( Nf∗Nf ) ;
c=cos (p) ; c=conv2 ( c , h , ’ same ’ ) ;
s=sin (p) ; s=conv2 ( s , h , ’ same ’ ) ;
d=angle ( c+1 i ∗ s ) ;
p=p( Nf :N(1)−Nf , Nf :N(2)−Nf ) ; d=d( Nf :N(1)−Nf , Nf :N(2)−Nf ) ;
m=abs (p−d)<Level ;
se1=s t r e l ( ’ d i sk ’ , ce i l ( sqrt ( Nf ) ) ) ; se2=s t r e l ( ’ d i sk ’ , Nf ) ;
m=imc lo se (m, se1 ) ; m=imopen (m, se2 ) ; m=double ( imerode (m, se1 ) ) ;
end

Figure 38: Matlab implementation of a simulated wrapped phase map, based on Matlab example
function peaks(·). Function returns p which is the phase map without dislocations, d which is
the phase map with dislocations, m which is the mask that can be used to mask dislocations.
Input variables are Nf and Level. Nf is an integer that determines the size of a kernel used
in a moving average filter, which results in the dislocations. The larger the size of the kernel
is the more dramatic the effects of the dislocations will appear. Level is the value that will be
used for thresholding when computing the mask. A third input variable can be used N which is
a 1 × 2 array containing the desired size of the phase map, without this argument the size will
be (512 − 2Nf + 1) × (512 − 2Nf + 1). The function was implemented on Matlab R2016b and
requires Matlabs image processing toolbox for morphological operations.
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